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EVENTS

IMD celebration enthralls all

n September 3, 2015, Center for Management Studies (CMS), Jain University
celebrated the International Management
Day. The day was marked with celebration of diverse cultures from across the world as the final
year management students of different sections
set up stalls promoting different countries in their
classrooms.
The theme for the day was resurrect which meant
‘to revive something that is lost.’ The meaning of
the theme was to revive lost culture, heritage,
business, language, practices of different countries. A few months before the grand day, the
BBM classes were divided into groups. These
groups were further assigned a country. The assigned countries include Latin America, Brazil,
Germany, Denmark, China, Africa, U.S.A, South
and North India. The different classes promoted
their countries a month in advance. They worked
on different business models suggesting improvement of business for the assigned topic. The innovative promotions culminated into country
specific stalls on the International Management
Day, which radiated the talent of the students in
decorating the stalls`.

Denmark

Section H brought the grandeur of Denmark to
the fore with their promotions. They also happened to be the team that caught peoples’ attention and set the tone for the event, since they were
the first team to put posters around campus. The
students moreover made models of the cultural
and landscape factors to further promote the
country, but focused more in detail about the economic and developmental aspects of the country.

USA

Section E showcased the power of swanky automobiles in Germany by displaying a Ducati Monster Bike and a BMW car. The stall’s entrance
was adorned with a Berlin wall that the visitors
had to break to enter. Various models of the
tourism sector were made to depict the contribution of the sector to the GDP of Germany. The
model of the Black Forest was filled with interesting facts.

Africa

Latin America

Section A of BBA covered Latin America. Models were made to represent each country .A model
of ChichenItzu, a significant monument in Mexico was displayed. The expenditure deficits and
marvel index was also presented giving an overall picture of the economy. Videos of Lionel
Messi playing football was projected on the
screen with him being a central figure in the
world identifying Argentina and Latin America.

Section F promoted the continent Africa. A
model of a stadium was made representing the
China
Cape Town football cup, an organization which
helps the underprivileged people to showcase
their talent and love for sports. The cultures of
Egypt were represented through their traditional
dance forms and costumes. A replica of a pyramid
was also made.The model included people in
Ghana using bullock carts and man force due to
lack of technology. A dart game called kill Ebola
was conducted to help spread awareness about
the Ebola virus Contributions were taken from Section G graced their stall with oriental music,
students which were given to the poor and needy pictures of dragons and authentic Chinese
lanterns, as their assigned country was China.
in Africa through UN.
Caricatures of famous stars from the region,
such as Jackie Chan and Bruce Lee was hand
Winn_rs
drawn by the students and displayed in the stall.
Ov_r[ll winn_rs : S_]tion @ & E
Runn_rs-up : S_]tion H

South India

B_st invit[tion: S_]tion B & F
B_st m[rk_ting ][mp[ign: S_]tion B
B_st Th_m_^ Cl[ss: S_]tion D
B_st ^_]or[tion: S_]tion F & C
B_st mo^_l: S_]tion I & B
B_st So]i[l Th_m_^ Cl[ss: S_]tion F

North India

Section I promoted the culture of South India by
selling food typical of South India and business
models representing the region. The long forgotten games of South India were revived in the stall
and the visitors enjoyed playing some games.

Brazil

Section C promoted USA by displaying models
of landmarks in USA such as Times square , Silicon valley, fuel crisis, Osama killing operations,
World Trade Centre, pentagon, Golden gate and
White house. A student impersonating Osama
Bin Laden was the prime attraction of the stall.

Germany

7

Students of ‘D’ section represented North India.
Models were made of Taj Mahal, India gate,
Kashmir valley, and Silicon Valley was made
with the stapler-pins. Many other aspects such as
tourism, airport industry, agricultural industry
and Bollywood industry as well as an army base
camp was also presented through colourful models by the students who were dressed up in North
Indian attires for the occasion.
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Section B showcased Brazil with several handmade models of different monuments in Brazil.
A five-foot model of Christ the redeemer was displayed. Other models include football stadium,
coffee estates, mock stock and a Brazilian flag
which was made of more than 200 scrap papers.
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PERSPECTIVES

FIRST IMPRESSIONS continued from Page 1

“

“

It was good and very
informative. We got in
detail knowledge about
everything we will
study about. Industry
people helped us to
frame our perspective
about media.
-Shruti Ghanate

CMS is the best destination of my journey
and has brought out
the best in me.
- Rahul U

We are having some
challenges, but we
are trying to cope up
to them. It makes me
productive.
-Sammeet Telang

-Shwetha G Kamat

“

“

“

Master of a subject
starts
from
the
Bachelors, but over
here masters start
from our choices.

The orientation was
actually educational
and fun. Each helped
us to connect with all
my classmates and
build a better relationship with each of
them.

“

In CMS you either do
everything or nothing.
Performance is reality
here.
- Jyothi Kurpadi

-Karan Nayyar

Beach party themed Teacher’s
Day at CMS

Workshop on
Media, Gender and
Sexuality

A

workshop on media, gender and sexuality was jointly organised by Radioactive,
Jain University and Ondede at CMS on
September 4, 2015. The speakers of the panel
discussion were Anuradha, the founder of Better
India; Radha Ramaswamy, a theatre personality;
Shwetha Jain, a former TV9 presenter; Kenneth,
eacher’s Day was celebrated at CMS on September 5, 2015. The events for the day was or- Advertising professional; Uma, alternate Media
ganised by the event management students in association with Kannada Kalpa in the Seminar ; and Veeraraghav, the editor of The Hindu, was
the moderator.
Hall IV. All the teachers and students were dressed for the theme of the day- beach party.
Along with the panelists, people of different
The teachers were welcomed by offering tender coconut drinks and this was followed by photo
sessions. On the occasion of Teacher’s Day, a cake was cut and many games were organised for sexuality shared their experiences. The Panelists
gave their opinion about gender and sexuality
the teachers.
with respect to their field of expertise.
The day drew to a close with a group dance and fashion show.
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